we have neglected relativistic corrections.
In Eqs. (4), (6), and (8) -(11) we have neglected relativistic corrections.
For tt=sr/2 the relations (2) and (9) vanish whereas (10) and (11) (LAB ) where N(P, «) is the number of events in which the spin of the "scattered" proton is in the direction p and the spin of the "recoil" proton in the direction q.
'L. Wolfenstein, Phys. Rev. 96, 1654 (1954 FrG. 1. The figure shows the experimental curve, the Mott curve, and the point-charge, point-magnetic-moment curve. The experimental curve passes through the points with the attached margins of error. The margins of error are not statistical; statistical errors would be much smaller than the errors shown. The limits of error are, rather, the largest deviations observed in the many complete and partial runs taken over a period of several months.
Absolute cross sections given in the ordinate scale were not measured experimentally but were taken from theory, The radiative corrections of Schwinger have been ignored since they afFect the angular distribution hardly at all. The radiative corrections do influence the absolute cross sections. Experimental points in the figure refer to areas under the elastic peaks taken over an energy interval of %1.5 Mev centering about the peak.
The data at the various points are unchanged in relation to each other when the energy interval is increased to &2.5 Mev about the peak; the latter widths include essentially all the area under the peak. Each emulsion was scanned, near its edge through which the beam entered, for tracks of the beam direction 'within &1') and of about twice minimum grain density, appropriate to the E mesons. All such tracks were then followed to their ends.
LETTERS TO TH E E D I TOR
In this way, 13 stars made by E mesons at the end of their range were found; 3 stars made by E -mesons in Right were found in 58 cm of E-meson track followed. Therefore, the E mean-free path for starproducing collisions approximately equals the geometric mean-free path of emulsion (27 cm).
The Aux of E mesons relative to~mesons in the emulsions (beam tracks of minimum grain density, g; ) was 2)&10 '. The mass of each K particle, from preliminary measurements of momentum vs range, in some cases of grain count vs range and, for E mesons producing stars in Right, of scattering vs grain count, was consistent with the tau mass within about 10 percent.
In five E stars, described in Table I and, for four cases, in Fig. 1 , a charged unstable heavy particle (UHP) is emitted. The other E stars show 1 to 7 heavy prongs and, in all but two cases, a single light track consistent with a pion of 100 Mev, and have visible energies &300 Mev, sufficiently less than the 500 Mev available to allow the possibility of A emission. '
In Fig. 1, tracks (1) are due to X coming to rest at S, tracks (2) to the UHP, tracks (3) to light particles emerging from the end of tracks (2) at P, tracks (5) to light particles from S, and tracks (4) and (6) - (11) to stable particles.
